
Effects of Various Wave Heights - Considering a common increased

water level, but storms with different wave heights, the larger wave

heights will break farther offshore causing profile adjustments over a

greater distance and thus a greater shoreline recession. Simulations

were carried out to examine evolution of the beach under different wave

heights with the results presented in Figure 22. As expected the

greater shoreline recessions are associated with the larger wave

heights. Surprisingly, however during the early phases of the

evolution, the larger wave heights do not cause proportionally larger

erosions. Thus, for storms of short duration, the sensitivity of the

maximum erosion to breaking wave height may not be large.

Effects of Various Storm Tide Levels - The counterpart to the

previous case is that of a fixed wave height and various storm water

levels. The results of these simulations are presented in Figure 23.

In contrast to the previous case, the various storm tide levels cause

recession rates in the early stages of the process which are nearly

proportional to the storm water level.

Effect of Sediment Size on Berm Recession - The effect of two

different sediment sizes on amount and rate of berm recession is shown

in Figure 24. The equilibrium recession of a coarser material is much

less; however, the equilibrium is achieved in a much shorter time than

that for 'the finer sediment. The explanation for the lesser equilibrium

erosion for the coarser material is that since the beach is steeper, the

waves break closer to shore and thus less material is required to be

transferred offshore to establish an equilibrium profile out to the

breaking depth (considered to be the limit of motion). Presumably the

explanation for the slower approach to equilibrium for the finer

material is that, as will be shown by consideration of the initial and

equilibrium profile geometries, a much greater volume of sediment must

be moved a greater distance to establish equilibrium.

Effect of Storm Duration - The effect of storm duration on

shoreline recession was investigated by considering a fixed wave height

and an idealized storm tide variation, expressed as
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